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Welcome to Kyoto

1. This symposium is co-organized by IPNTJ (The Institute of PNT of Japan) jointly with us, Japan GPS Council as CGSIC/IISC Asia.

2. Kindly be requested to schedule-in for attending and giving us your updated presentation.

3. The venue in Kyoto, the world ranking No.1 sightseeing city.
   (Source: “Travel + Leisure”, 7/2/2014)

   World Best Top 10 Cities
   1. Kyoto (Japan)
   2. Charleston, South Carolina (U.S.A)
   3. Florence (Italy)
   4. Siem Reap (Cambodia)
   5. Rome (Italy)
   6. Istanbul (Turkish)
   7. Seville (Spain)
   8. Barcelona (Spain)
   9. Mexico City (Mexico)
   10. New Orleans (U.S.A)
Kyoto in Autumn — A splendid world

The Garden at Hogon-in Temple (宝厳院)
Kyoto has so many shops of old standing.

**TSUEN**
Established: 1160
Product: Japanese tea
The master: Twenty-third generation

**CHISO**
Established: 1555
Product: Yuzen process kimono
The master: 15th generation

**TSUJIKURA**
Established: 1690
Product: Japanese traditional umbrella
The master: 17th generation

**TAWARAYA**
Established: Around 1700
Business: Hotel
The master: 11th generation
And, many leading innovative technology enterprises were born and bred in Kyoto.

Nidec Corporation

OMRON Corporation

Murata Manufacturing Co.Ltd
Kyoto glories in so Beautiful city, Traditional Culture and Innovative Mind.

Kinkaku-ji Temple

Flight route of QZSS
Video “The Arts of Gion, Kyoto”
(Time: four minutes)

Produced by Kyoto Traditional Musical Art Foundation
(OOKINI ZAIDAN)
Kyoto 2015/11/16–19

IS-GNSS 2015

See you in Kyoto!
Thank you for your attention.

Kindly be encouraged to participate and to give us your updated presentation.

Contact: Japan GPS Council

E-mail: jgpsc-hn@da2.so-net.ne.jp
or sanai3841@tenor.ocn.ne.jp